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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the historical degradation of Black artists in the
music industry as a form of neocolonialism wrought by largely
White-owned parent companies. Using Frank Ocean’s 2016
rebellion against Def Jam Recordings and the GRAMMYs, this
paper uplifts Ocean as a model for the liberation of other Black
artists. This paper employs a decolonial approach that reads
Negritude thinkers Aimé Césaire and Frantz Fanon and theologian
Kelly Brown Douglas through the lens of Ocean’s actions and
artistry as a means to envision new possibilities for the disruption
and destruction of neocolonial structures and the affirmation of
Black lives as sacred.
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Introduction

The music industry’s treatment of Black artists is a form of neocolonialism that operates as
the historical life-force of the music industry. From recording contracts that cheat Black
artists out of money and creative expression to the GRAMMY Awards’ continued
denial of their exclusionary awards practices, the control of Black artistry permeates the
music industry’s various structures. In the face of such exploitation and marginalization,
Frank Ocean exemplifies a free Black artist who liberated and liberates himself from these
multiple industry woes. In this paper, I outline the neocolonial history of the music indus-
try’s relationship to Black artists as a means to view Frank Ocean’s self-liberating actions
from the music industry as a model for the decolonial liberation of Black artists
everywhere.

Since outlining the entire history of the music industry’s treatment of Black artists is too
large a task for this project, I instead trace certain patterns within hip hop that are appli-
cable to the context of Frank Ocean’s career. As neocolonialism is a contested term, I
employ it in this paper to signify the ways by which the music industry exploits the
labour of Black artists, producers, and other industry professionals while subjugating
them to second-class status that deprives Black communities of reaping the primary
benefits of their work. This definition follows many other scholars’ critiques, such as
Jared Ball’s description of Black America, and its enclosed “hip-hop nation”, as a colonized
people,1 with vast implications ranging from the economic to the cultural. I focus on the
economic as a relatively underexplored site, particularly, in the field of theology. Although
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to equate economic valuation with a human’s worth is problematic to be sure, a socio-
theological valuation of Black lives requires a reckoning of neocolonial practices in a capi-
talist-dominated society that specifically treat Black bodies as commodities and implying
broader consequences on the treatment of Black lives in a variety of societal spaces.

Historical Overview: Neocolonization in the Corporate Music Industry

Black artists have long been subject to systematic neocolonial tactics by corporate America
that are neither colourless nor colorblind, as Black music’s cultural influences and econ-
omic impact on the industry often belie its progenitors’ second-class suppression by cor-
porate practices. Keith Negus describes the process of creating “Black divisions” within
music labels to represent Black artists and personnel, which are then subject to systematic
cutting “informed by a number of value judgments and cultural beliefs”.2 Within the hip
hop genre specifically, Negus argues that such judgments often arise from economic
decisions about hip hop’s perceived limited “shelf life” and lack of ability to “travel
well”.3 Such decisions fail to account for the fact that, as Norman Kelley notes, “black
musical forms have comprised the backbone of American music, though blacks them-
selves, brought over to the New World as bodies for work, have been widely portrayed
as having no culture worthy of respect in a civilized society”.4

Kelley’s declaration conveys the extent to which Black musical expressions drive the
music industry, though White artists often appropriate these expressions in every genre,
from hip hop to country.5 Indeed, the category of pop music today often eclipses the
fact that what is and has been popular for decades now are primarily forms of hip hop
performed by White, African American, and Latinx artists alike.6 Despite these influences,
Negus notes, “The black divisions have not been allowed to develop a continuity and a
sense of history that is consonant with the African-American contribution to US
musical culture.”7

More pointedly, M.K. Asante, Jr. laments, “Tragically, the history of African-American
music has been one of white corporate exploitation and outright theft of Black artists and
music.”8 While examples of artists appropriating Black cultural expressions abound, I
focus my interrogation on the White corporate owners of the music industry who
largely facilitate neocolonization.

Parent companies exemplify the neocolonization of the rap genre. Despite the driving
force of Black musical forms, Negus notes that corporate music companies consistently
withhold top executive positions from African Americans who thrive within the music
industry.9 Although Negus’s words have aged by almost 20 years, they have not lost
their accuracy. In 2016, Billboard’s Power 100 Ranking of music executives listed few

2Negus, “The Business of Rap,” 87–8.
3Ibid., 95.
4Kelley, “Notes on the Political Economy of Black Music,”12–3.
5See Jason Aldean’s “Dirt Road Anthem” as one popular example, as well as Sam Hunt, a country artist who frequently
employs a rap style in his songs.

6Consider, for example, that Ed Sheeran, a White artist working in the pop genre, had the highest selling single of 2017 with
“Shape of You”, which contains his characteristic rap-singing hybrid style.

7Negus, “The Business of Rap,” 89.
8Asante Jr., It’s Bigger Than Hip Hop, 116.
9Negus, “The Business of Rap,” 89.
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people of colour.10 Among Black executives who own record labels, most are under a
larger parent company with White executives holding the highest positions.11

Black owned production companies typically do not control distribution of their music,
so the notion of a rap giant like Def Jam Recordings is somewhat misleading, as it still
functions under the control of a larger parent company.12 Though not necessarily inten-
tional, or at least maliciously, White executives who profit largely from Black labour are
participating in a neocolonial system that suggests Black artists remain in a secondary pos-
ition of control. Kelley recalls Harold Cruise’s 1967 charge of this “structure of stealing” as
an “open but unexamined network of interconnected operations, businesses, business
practices, and social ties that mostly understand blacks as ‘talent,’ i.e. labor”.13 As
Kelley’s larger project in Rhythm & Business: The Political Economy of Black Music
reveals, even an examination of this “unexamined network” does not expose many of
the covert and questionable practices of the music industry.14

Regardless of intent, such a system negates not only the significance of the work pro-
duced, but also the artists themselves as human beings. As a colonized people, Black artists
in the hip hop industry are reduced to the potential monetary benefit of their creative
output, of which they will only profit from disproportionately. Instead of outrage over
such marginalization, Asante notes that the “the economic domination of Black music
by non-Blacks” seems “normalized beyond question”.15

This normalization may be, in part, due to the fact that many see Black-owned labels
like Russell Simmons’s Def Jam Recordings or JAY-Z’s Roc-a-Fella Records as unequivo-
cal proof of successful Black executives in the music industry. Despite these successes, Roc-
a-Fella Records is a subsidiary company under Def Jam Recordings, which is a subsidiary
company under Universal Music Group, headed by White CEO Lucian Grainge. Such an
observation is not deployed to discount Grainge’s industry contributions, but rather to
question why Black industry icons have not risen to the same level. This question is
especially relevant when considering that, historically, rap began under Black-owned
record companies, but companies like Sugar Hill Records later signed under larger corpor-
ations like MCA, in order to stay in business.16 Afterwards, Joe and Sylvia Robinson of
Sugar Hill became embroiled in a legal battle with MCA (now Universal), wherein they
claimed MCA had defrauded them, but the Robinsons never received their out-of-court
settlement, and furthermore, independent Black-owned companies were effectively
pushed out of the rap industry.17 Thus, from the outset of rap music, White-owned cor-
porations have continuously subjugated Black artists and music professionals to second-
class status, as colonized bodies.

Asante notes the irony of these corporations using the language of “parent” companies
in the same way that colonial powers used the language of “mother” companies;18

10“Billboard’s 2016 Power 100 List Revealed.”
11L.A Reid and Sylvia Rhone, the two executives interviewed in the article, are both under the parent company Sony Music
Entertainment.

12Kelley, “Notes on the Political Economy of Black Music,” 8.
13Ibid., 13.
14Take, for example, the NAACP’s 1987 analysis of the recording industry, where many of the statistics about Black pro-
fessionals in the industry were not available or disclosed by most companies.

15Asante, It’s Bigger Than Hip Hop, 102.
16Bynoe, “Money, Power, and Respect,” 220.
17Ibid., 220–1.
18Asante, It’s Bigger Than Hip Hop, 111.
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paternalism as a colonial model also coincides with such terminology. Beyond the illusion
of autonomous control by Black industry leaders, these parent companies and their sub-
sidiaries also traditionally own an artist’s entire body of work, with the ironic term
“masters” describing a recording that a label typically owns as part of their contract
with an artist,19 obtaining control of work they did not author. In 2004, JAY-Z signed a
deal to become president of Def Jam Recordings in exchange for his master recordings
after ten years in the position,20 effectively trading labour for the creative output he
authored. That one of the most prolific and successful artists had to “earn” back his
music after a decade proves that not even Black leaders in the music industry are necess-
arily free to own their artistic productions.

Examining the Unexamined: Neocolonization in the GRAMMY Awards

Neocolonization of Black music stretches beyond its parent company corporate sponsors,
although, there is precious few examples of scholarship that seems to interrogate such
spaces. The GRAMMY Awards, produced by the Recording Academy, began to receive
criticism prominently in 2012 after years of White artists winning top awards (namely
Album of the Year), over Black artists. 2008 was the last year a Black artist (in this
case, Herbie Hancock), won the award, and to this day Lauryn Hill and Outkast are the
only hip hop artists to receive the award, in 1999 and 2004, respectively. Given that hip
hop’s wide-spanning influence on the music industry, the lack of its representation in
top award categories is evidence of a break in the understanding or acknowledgement
of the contributions of Black artists. Several music critics were outspoken about the
GRAMMY exclusion of Kanye West’s 2010 highly acclaimed album My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy from an Album of the Year nomination, calling the show a conservative,
anti-progress, “defiant last stand of yesteryear”.21West has long called out the Recording
Academy for its discriminatory practices, noting that people often tout his many
GRAMMY awards as representation, while conveniently ignoring that he has only won
awards over other African American artists.22

In 2017, Beyoncé’s acclaimed album LEMONADE lost the Album of the Year award to
Adele’s 25,23 just one year after Kendrick Lamar’s To Pimp a Butterfly lost to Taylor Swift’s
1989 and two years after Beyoncé’s previous self-titled album lost to Beck’sMorning Phase.
Critics (mainly artists and journalists), accused the GRAMMYs of the same racist struc-
tures as the Academy Awards, which in 2016 came under fire, due in large part, to the
viral #OscarsSoWhite activist campaign led by April Reign. In response to GRAMMY cri-
tiques, Recording Academy president Neil Portnow denied that the GRAMMYs have a
“race problem”:

We don’t, as musicians, in my humble opinion, listen to music based on gender or race or
ethnicity. When you go to vote on a piece of music— at least the way that I approach it—
is you almost put a blindfold on and you listen. It’s a matter of what you react to and

19McDonald, “Master License for Music Recording.”
20O’Malley Greenburg, “Jay Z’s Publishing Deal is Just the Beginning.”
21Caramanica, “Everything Old is Praised Again.”
22BBC Radio 1, “Zane Lowe Meets Kanye West 2015.”
23Although Adele’s 25 also received acclaim, in her acceptance speech even she admitted that she felt she had stolen the
award from Beyoncé, to whom she dedicated a majority of her speech.
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what in your mind as a professional really rises to the highest level of excellence in any given
year.24

Portnow’s statement naively assumes a colorblind listening is possible, the equivalent of
saying, “I don’t hear color.” The idea that people can wear blindfolds while listening to
music is both illogical and oblivious to the ways in which people are even subconsciously
aware of race when engaging any part of life. Perry A. Hall notes the process by which
award and reward structures primarily benefit White appropriators and extracts and sep-
arates cultural expressions “from the collective human host that cultivated it”.25 Portnow’s
comments suggest that White artists have simply exceeded Black artists in quality in more
years than not, which negates the influence and cultural significance of Black musical
forms.

In Kelley’s critique of the neocolonization of Black music by White corporations, he
draws a line from slavery to the modern music industry, stating that throughout American
history, the “structure of stealing” wrought against Black bodies has served to facilitate not
only the exploitation of, but also the ignorance of “the critical roles of Black music and
Black labor in the American music industry”.26 During 2017s GRAMMY Awards broad-
cast, Black artists like Beyoncé, Chance the Rapper, and A Tribe Called Quest performed
extended sets, and both Beyoncé and Chance gave televised acceptance speeches for their
awards. However, the producers of the GRAMMYs broadcast approximately 10% of the
approximately 80 awards given, so the extended representation of Black artists like
Beyoncé and Chance onscreen tells a strikingly contradictory story between Portnow’s
blindfolded selection of “the highest level of excellence”27 in the voting process and his
producer’s broadcast selections to drive viewership. The simultaneous use of Black
labour and denial of Black excellence renders Portnow’s comments questionable.

While these are but a few of many examples of the neocolonization of Black artists, they
are the ones that primarily explain why Frank Ocean’s rebellion against Def Jam and
protest against the GRAMMYs, planted the seeds of revolution still to come. Before
moving to the section on Ocean, however, I want to pause in order to bridge the discussion
of neocolonization wrought by the White-controlled music industry to the decolonial dis-
cussion to follow the description of Ocean’s liberation process. In Aimé Césaire’s analysis
of colonization as “thingification”,28 he corrects what others call progress: “I am talking
about societies drained of their essence, cultures trampled underfoot…magnificent artis-
tic creations destroyed, extraordinary possibilities wiped out.”29

In the corporate hip hop monopoly controlled by White executives, Black cultural
expressions are exploited, commodified, stolen, misunderstood, or ignored, but they are
never really valued. The full possibilities of Black cultural expressions are always subject
to the White executives who ultimately oversee their productions, while Black industry
leaders (often artists themselves), never reach such heights. Furthermore, the artists them-
selves are never seen as humans but only as labour, or things to be used by White coloni-
zers. They rarely receive the same recognition for their cultural expressions as their White

24Hogan, “GRAMMYs Boss Neil Portnow Talks Race, Boycotts, and Working with Washington.”
25Hall, “African-American Music,” 33.
26Kelley, “Notes on the Political Economy of Black Music,” 7.
27Hogan, “GRAMMYs Boss.”
28Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism, 42.
29Ibid., 43.
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counterparts who appropriate Black styles. An oppressive structure like the music industry
must be held to account for these and the other possibilities it “wipes out”.

Indeed, the White-owned music industry’s control of Black musical forms is a form of
commodification of the Black body with ties to chattel slavery. Kelly Brown Douglas
writes, “To conceive of the Black body as chattel literally renders it a commodity to be
bought and sold on the open market, with all other commodities.”30 The Black body
thus becomes “valued in a slave economy as a means of production”31 and in the music
industry, such valuation signifies Black artists as less than human. Thus, though economic
freedom is not the measure of a person’s worth, it does possess a potentially liberative
function for the Black artist who rejects the neocolonial model of the corporate music
industry and asserts their personal worth over and above the implicit messages of oppres-
sive industry practices.

In a direct challenge to the possibilities “wiped out” in neocolonial models, the Black
artist realizes such possibilities through rebellions against ownership and exploitation.
The following section tracks Frank Ocean’s liberation process in preparation for
reading this process through a decolonial lens that seeks to affirm the humanity of
Black lives.

The Free Black Artist: Frank Ocean

In early 2011, after two years on Def Jam Recordings under his previous legal name and
with no label support, Lonnie Breaux changed his name to Frank Ocean and indepen-
dently released his album,Nostalgia, Ultra as a free download.32 After three weeks of creat-
ing online frenzy and courting offers from various labels, Ocean received a call from Def
Jam with an offer to sign him.33 They were unaware that he was already on their label,
having previously brushed aside his music as “old R&B”, but he agreed to make his
next album for them for $1 million.34 While R&B is one categorization for Ocean, it
fails to capture the elements of hip hop, electronic music, and other soundscapes that
Ocean embraces. This baseline misunderstanding of the complexity of Ocean’s work
harkens back to Negus’s point about “value judgments and cultural beliefs” informing
the music industry’s treatment of Black artists.35 Citing Ocean’s rebellious release of Nos-
talgia, Ultra, Tricky Stewart, who originally brought Frank Ocean to Def Jam, says, “In
that moment, we lost Frank Ocean – as a major record company, and from the industry
as we knew it.”36 Although Ocean would release Channel Orange through Def Jam in 2012,
he soon disappeared from the public eye, giving his last interview in November 2012 to
GQ.37

Ocean “returned” to tease a new album several times, announcing in 2015 that its title
was Boys Don’t Cry and it would be released that summer. Without explanation, a year
passed with several false or misleading announcements,38 before Ocean finally released

30Douglass, Stand Your Ground, 53.
31Ibid., 54.
32Starling, “Tricky Stewart Gave Frank Ocean His First Record Deal.”
33Ibid.
34Ibid.
35Negus, “The Business of Rap,” 88.
36Stewart, quoted in Starling.
37Wallace, “Frank Ocean.”
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Endless, a visual streaming album that shows Ocean building a spiral staircase while eigh-
teen songs play. The album, Ocean’s second official release with Def Jam and released
exclusively on Apple Music, fulfilled Ocean’s contractual two-album arrangement with
the label, although it garners less profit as a single streaming video than it would as eigh-
teen song recordings that could be purchased individually, as a whole, or streamed across
multiple platforms.39 However, this decision prompted Lucian Grainge, the CEO of Def
Jam’s parent company Universal, to send a memo out to his subsidiary companies
“calling for an end to long-term exclusive deals with a single service”.40 Given Ocean’s pre-
vious act of rebellion against Def Jam with Nostalgia, Ultra, the idea of him purposely
reducing the profitability of his last contractual obligation to the label certainly seems
plausible.

Even if Ocean did not orchestrate Endless as a way to deny Def Jam its profit-making
potential, his next move seems to clearly state his intentions. The day after Endless’ release,
Ocean released a second album, Blond(e),41 an independently released record to which he
owns the full rights. In the first week of its release, the album moved 275,000 units,42 was
the third largest debut of the year behind Beyoncé’s LEMONADE and Drake’s Views,43

and as an independent release, potentially increased Ocean’s profit share from 14 to
70%.44 In his first interview since 2012, Ocean told The New York Times’s Jon Caramanica
that his time at Def Jam was a “seven-year chess game”, in which Ocean stated, “I wanted
to feel like I won before the record came out, and I did.”45 Regardless of whether Def Jam
was aware of Blond(e) or Ocean’s plans to release the album, Ocean directly articulated his
reasons for releasing it independently: “It started to weigh on me that I was responsible for
the moves that had made me successful, but I wasn’t reaping the lion’s share of the profits,
and that was problematic for me.”46

As if his album release was not proof enough of Ocean’s intent to free himself from
oppressive music industry practices, he withheld both Endless and Blond(e) from
GRAMMY consideration, explaining, “It just doesn’t seem to be representing very well
for people who come from where I come from, and hold down what I hold down.”47

After GRAMMY producers criticized Ocean’s refusal to participate in the GRAMMYs,
noting that he probably did not want to attend after his lackluster GRAMMY performance
in 2012,48 Ocean double-downed on his statement in an open letter to the producers:

I actually wanted to participate in honoring Prince on the show but then I figured my best
tribute to that man’s legacy would be to continue to be myself out here and to be successful.
It took me some time to learn that. I bought all my masters back last year in the prime of my
career, that’s successful. Blonde sold a million plus without a label, that’s successful. I am
young, black, gifted and independent.. [sic] That’s my tribute. […] I’m one of the best

38Frank Ocean’s website contains a library card with various due dates, a supposed nod to his intended release dates.
39Sisario, “Frank Ocean’s ‘Blonde’ Amplifies Discord in the Music Business.”
40Ibid.
41The album is frequently listed as Blonde, but the album cover reads Blond. Ocean appears to be intentionally playing with
masculine and female conceptions of identity, a frequent practice in his artistry. I will refer to the album as both: Blond(e).

42Yoh, “Road to Artistic Freedom.”
43Caramanica, “Frank Ocean is Finally Free.”
44Rys, “Frank Ocean’s is the Straw that Broke Universal Music’s Back (and It May Get Him Sued).”
45Caramanica, “Frank Ocean is Finally Free.”
46Ibid.
47Ibid.
48“GRAMMY Producers Respond to Frank Ocean Criticism.”
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alive. And if you’re up for a discussion about the cultural bias and general nerve damage the
show you produce suffers from then I’m all for it.49

Ocean previously expressed his admiration for Prince after the singer’s passing earlier in
2016, stating that his career was “an all out rebellion against exploitation”.50 Ocean’s com-
ments, which also reveal that in addition to releasing Blond(e) independently he now owns
all of his previously released music, reflects, also, a vision of liberation from all aspects of
the music industry’s exploitative practices. These exploitative practices are ones that have,
for too long, been a neocolonization of Black bodies through the control of their cultural
expressions without actual respect for such expressions, as seen in the continuous
GRAMMY Whitewashing controversy. In the letter, Ocean also challenged the producers
for saying his performance was not “great TV” by saying that Taylor Swift’s 1989 album
winning over Kendrick Lamar’s To Pimp a Butterfly in 2016 was itself “not ‘great TV’”.51

Although Ocean himself lost Album of the Year in 2012 to Mumford & Son’s Babel, Ocean
focused on Lamar as the oft-cited calling card for GRAMMY bias, having lost the award to
both Taylor Swift and Daft Punk in different years, and infamously, losing Best Rap
Album and Best New Artist to Macklemore.

Ocean’s refusal to submit his albums for consideration and not attend the ceremony
denies the GRAMMYs the ability to profit from his cultural expressions in the same
way as his rebellion against Def Jam. Lest one believe that Ocean did not see his
boycott as a political stance, he called the GRAMMY boycott his “Colin Kaepernick
moment”,52 referencing the NFL player’s persistent kneeling during the national
anthem throughout the 2016 season in protest at systemic racism, like police brutality
in the U.S.

Finally, while other artists traditionally promote an album with singles, music videos,
and extensive tours, Ocean released only one music video (for “Nikes”, the day before
Blond(e) was released) and then moved on to host a new radio show on Apple Music,
Blonded Radio, where he has thus far premiered several new songs, some with more
than one version.53 He previously told Caramanica that he might abandon the album
format altogether now that he is free to explore new formats for music releases.54

Before the release of 2012s Channel Orange, Ocean penned a famous letter stating that
his first love was a man.55 The letter was a defining moment in hip hop, as Ocean
opened many conversations about queer identity in a hyper-masculine genre. Ocean
refuses to label his sexuality, and in his 2012 GQ interview before his disappearance, he
stated how little anybody’s approval of his letter meant: “Before anybody called me and
said congratulations or anything nice, it had already changed. It wasn’t from outside. It
was completely here, in my head.”56 Whatever Ocean’s independence means for others,
his liberation is not dependent upon anyone’s perceptions of his expressions. In the
open letter, after telling the story of his first love, Ocean writes, “I feel like a free
man.”57 Four years later, to coincide with Blond(e), Ocean gave away a zine entitled

49Ocean, “Letter to GRAMMYs.”
50Ocean, “Prince Tribute.”
51Ibid.
52Caramanica, “Frank Ocean is Finally Free.”
53Yoh, “Road to Artistic Freedom.”
54Caramanica, “Frank Ocean is Finally Free.”
55Ocean, “2012 letter.”
56Wallace, “Frank Ocean: On Channel Orange.”
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Boys Don’t Cry, which includes an introductory essay from Ocean reflecting on his love of
cars and making “bent” what is “straight”.58

At one point in the essay, with no reference to his Def Jam coup, Ocean simply writes, “I
got free.”59 Although the potential self-reference is small, Ocean’s two essays, however,
signal movement: from the feeling of freedom to the realization of freedom. Within the
context of Ocean’s self-liberation, I finally turn to the theoretical underpinnings of
Ocean’s actions as a decolonial framework.

Conceiving the Decolonial: Black Bodies as Sacred Bodies

For the purpose of my decolonial approach, I am interested in what can be learned from
Ocean and other artists who resist the neocolonial model of the corporate music industry,
by participating in a liberative process. Further, I am interested in what such resistance
signifies for larger societal spaces, especially at a time when Black bodies continue to
experience oppression by larger neocolonial systems in the U.S. and globally, although I
focus here on the music industry. Monica Miller challenges the oft-uncontested categories
of religion and the theological in hip hop scholarship, arguing that “there is nothing
uniquely religious; rather, certain practices and human activity come to be understood
as religious”.60 Reading Ocean’s own descriptions of his liberation from Def Jam as his
“Colin Kaepernick moment”, I contend that Ocean’s stand against the neocolonial
music industry is an assertion of the sacred worth of his Black body in an industry and
a nation that have never valued the Black body beyond its potential for commodification
and exploitation.

Such a theological approach is not without precedent. In conceiving of the justice of
God, Kelly Brown Douglas highlights the African understanding “that everything that
exists is sacred”, and that “to hold all created reality as sacred means black people are
themselves sacred”.61 Among the variety of ways that Black Americans have asserted
this socio-theological reality, Douglas notes that music has often served as an affirmation
of Black life and an assertion of Black resistance and protest.62

In contrast to a society that equates Black bodies with chattel, music functions as “one
of the primary vehicles through which the divine presence entered the lives of African
people”.63 Stated another way, music is another manifestation affirming that Black lives
matter to God.64 In opposition to a historically perpetuated system of oppression,
Ocean and other artists, challenge practices and systems that deem them worthless.
They do so both through their music and the ways by which they assert their control
over these cultural expressions, protecting or liberating them from the control of a
White world that only views both the works and the artists themselves as commodities
to be bought and sold. Therefore, I treat the category of religion as a space for decolonial

57Ocean, “2012 letter.”
58Ocean, “Boys Don’t Cry photo essay.”
59Ibid.
60Miller, Religion and Hip Hop, 8.
61Douglas, Stand Your Ground, 150.
62Ibid., 142.
63Ibid., 141.
64See Young III, “Do Black Lives Matter to ‘God’?” 210–8.
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approaches that contain a socio-theological contention of Black human worth, as explored
in this section.

Ocean’s actions are nothing short of a rebellion against the neocolonial economy per-
petuated by the music industry’s White control. Considering that Ocean was mostly silent
for four years during his contract with Def Jam, only to return as an independent artist
with various versions of new songs at his own whims, Ocean is not merely disrupting
the music industry’s status quo, but fully realizing the possibilities of his artistic expression
that were previously unavailable to him. The full extent of the “possibilities wiped out,”65

for Black artists and their potential creative expressions may never be known, just as the
full range of possibilities for colonial subjects throughout history remain unrealized.

Ocean’s example of self-liberation may be key in realizing these possibilities for con-
temporary Black artists who wish to decolonize the music industry. Ocean is also not
the only artist to begin questioning and disrupting the music industry: Chance the
Rapper subverted the system to remain a free artist, independently releasing his 2016
streaming-only mixtape Coloring Book through a one-time deal with Apple Music,
which debuted as the first streaming only “album” to chart on the Billboard 200.66

JAY-Z, who owns a majority share of the streaming service Tidal, recently removed his
albums (which he recently regained ownership of), from other major streaming services.67

Though these are high profile cases, they set the stage for a larger revolution of Black artists
to gain or regain control of their cultural expressions and thus affirm their worth as sacred
beings.

Through control of their cultural expressions, decolonizing artists challenge the colo-
nizers to recognize their crimes and divest themselves of such – or else perish. Césaire
scoffs at the thought of determining whether colonizers have good or bad intentions:
“the essential thing is that their highly problematical subjective good faith is entirely irre-
levant to the objective social implications of the evil work they perform as watchdogs of
colonialism”.68 The question is not whether the corporate hip hop monopoly intends to
colonize Black artists, but rather, it is the realization that, regardless of intent, it is evil.
Frantz Fanon speaks of the way in which the White world imposes itself upon the
Black body:

The white world, the only decent one, was preventing me from participating. It demanded
that I behave like a man. It demanded of me that I behave like a black man—or at least
like a Negro. I hailed the world, and the world amputated my enthusiasm. I was expected
to stay in line and make myself scarce.69

Upon such a realization, Fanon argues that “since the Other was reluctant to recognize me,
there was only one answer: to make myself known”.70 After several years without label
support, Ocean rebelled against the label with the release of Nostalgia, Ultra and made
himself known. Def Jam’s failure to recognize his artistic potential, his human possibility,
caused them to lose out on profiting from his work. A decolonial, socio-theological

65Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism, 43.
66Diep, “Chance the Rapper’s ‘Coloring Book’ Makes a Historic Debut on the Billboard 200.”
67Setaro and Keck, “Jay Z Pulls His Albums From Spotify and Apple Music (Update),” Though the albums reappeared later on
Apple Music (but not Spotify), this is possibly because Jay Z negotiated new financial deals with Apple Music.

68Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism, 55.
69Fanon, “The Lived Experience of the Black Man,” 94.
70Ibid., 95.
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perspective, however, is not that a music label should recognize and realize the potential of
their artists so that they may more ethically profit from their work, as this would just per-
petuate the systemic commodification of the Black body. Rather, it is that these artists
might be rightly valued, or recognized, by those who colonized them and are still coloniz-
ing others. Such an interrogation might begin with how artists are being paid for their
work, who owns an artist’s work, and who makes up the executive level positions at
various labels. These questions begin on an economic level but hold broader implications
for the valuation of Black cultural expressions and their authors. Should the corporate
music industry fail to address these questions, Black artists, music professionals, and
allies in the industry should begin the work of divesting themselves from spaces where
they are not rightly valued. It has to be acknowledged that many artists cannot afford
to lose out on certain elements of industry support. We need to avoid a classist support
for individual responsibility that tells all artists to strike out independently and forego
industry resources. I see certain artists, however, with relative levels of privilege, such as
Ocean, JAY-Z, and Chance, as the leaders of a larger revolution made possible by their
exposure of the music industry’s racist practices. A closer look at the GRAMMYs will
reveal the potential of such a strategy.

Both GRAMMY executive Neil Portnow and the GRAMMY producers who criticized
Ocean said that artists unhappy with representation on the GRAMMYs should invest
themselves by participating in the voting system71 or appearing onscreen to ensure rep-
resentation happens.72 These responses equate to asking a colonized subject to make
more efforts to decolonize what they did not colonize in the first place. These are not
methods of decolonization but of further exploitation that would serve to disguise the
real problems being criticized. None of these GRAMMY representatives take the onus
of responsibility upon themselves to ask why Black artists are underrepresented or feel
undervalued, and instead shift this responsibility back to Black artists. Their comments
reflect a continued refusal by the White world to actually recognize the Black body they
are rejecting. This process, says Fanon, can render the process of being made known, a
game of irrationality. This is arises, because as a Black man who makes himself known
is merely re-commodified as a product of more worth, this does not change his relation-
ship to the illogicality of the White world.73 Thus, it is not fruitful for artists like Ocean to
further invest themselves in the GRAMMYs or record label contracts, but, as Césaire
suggests, they should aim “to go beyond”.74 Kanye West boycotted the GRAMMYs
after repeated snubs, but later reinvested by attending the 2015 GRAMMYs, only to
watch Beck best Beyoncé for Album of the Year.75 Perhaps leading artists, industry pro-
fessionals, and even viewers across racial categories, need to boycott the GRAMMYs on
a wider scale before its producers will begin to see the benefit of divesting themselves of
neocolonial practices and recognize Black artists as fully human. Since the White-con-
trolled corporate music industry only sees Black artists as commodities, artists who
refuse to be commodities and audiences who refuse to participate in their

71Hogan, “GRAMMYs Boss Neil Portnow.”
72“GRAMMY Producers Respond to Frank Ocean Criticism.”
73Fanon, “The Lived Experience of the Black Man,” 95–6.
74Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism, 52.
75“Kanye West Says Beck’s GRAMMY Award Win is ‘Disrespectful to Inspiration.”
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commodification, challenge the colonizers to begin to see and treat them as sacred humans
beyond what they offer financially.

Even this tactic belies a more dangerous undercurrent in neocolonization, as Fanon
depicts in his failure to be recognized by the colonizer. Since colonization is thingifica-
tion,76 the colonized subject must become human to the colonizer or else the colonization
will continue. Fanon describes a crucial disconnect for White recognition of the Black
subject:

I embrace the world! I am the world! The white man has never understood this magical sub-
stitution. The white man wants the world; he wants it for himself. He discovers he is the pre-
destined master of the world. He enslaves it. His relationship with the world is one of
appropriation. But there are values that can be served only with my sauce. As a magician I
stole from the white man a ‘certain world,’ lost to him and his kind. When that happened
the white man must have felt an aftershock he was unable to identify, being unused to
such reactions. The reason was that above the objective world of plantations and bananas
and rubber trees, I had subtly established the real world. The essence of the world was my
property. Between the world and me there was a relation of coexistence… The white man
had the uncomfortable feeling that I was slipping away and taking something with me.77

Fanon then says that the White man, feeling robbed, will interrogate the Black man, but
Fanon responds in poetry, which they do not understand because they had merely used
poetry but not mastered it. The Black subject makes himself known, but the White
world only perceives a threat and scrambles to regain what it feels has been stolen.
Even with a wide-scale boycott of the GRAMMYs or a mass exodus from record labels,
neocolonial structures may adapt or simply remain intact through artists unwilling or
financially or contractually unable to rebel against the current system.

Furthermore, as Greg Tate points out, White colonizers would much prefer to have
White artists appropriating Black art,78 since White artists are seen as more profitable,
safer, and unlikely to pose challenges to the ideologies of White supremacy. Colonizers
may, therefore, benefit from refusing to recognize Black artists as humans and not com-
modities. Advocating for a simple and potentially productive response, such as more Black
industry professionals holding top industry positions, is not adequate to the larger task of a
recognition of sacred Black humanity, nor does it guarantee that these professionals would
not partake in dehumanizing neocolonial practices.

Without a deeper interrogation of the capitalist systems by which artists are commo-
dified, and what colonizers serve to gain by refusing to value the humanity of Black
artists, the neocolonial structures permeating the music industry may persist. In the
final section, I propose that an answer may lie in the poetic responses that Fanon lifts up.

See On Both Sides: A Decolonial Approach to Textual Analysis

There is a fundamental break in communication when Fanon responds with poetry and
the White world does not understand the language. Mending this break may hold poten-
tial for decolonizing the music industry and valuing the sacred humanity of Black artists.
Although I do not hold much hope for the corporate music industry to participate in such

76Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism, 42.
77Fanon, “The Lived Experience of the Black Man,” 107.
78Tate, “Nigs R Us, or How Blackfolk Became Fetish Objects.”
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linguistic training, I believe that Black artists, as well as allied industry professionals and
audiences, can participate alongside Ocean and others in resisting neocolonialism through
liberative poetic language.

I have not examined the actual cultural expressions of Ocean up to this point. In part, I
chose this tactic because many reviews of Ocean’s Blond(e) already focus on his lyrics and
music, expertly highlighting the ways in which his queer Black perspective informs infinite
dualities within his creative output. Furthermore, many scholars critique the textual over-
reliance on lyrics in hip hop scholarship, which often focus on the cultural or theological
meanings to the exclusion of other available dimensions.79

However, because Fanon upholds a poetic response as a form of potential recognition
and because most of Ocean’s public expressions come through his lyrics, I want to finally
propose a deeper examination of Ocean’s music as a decolonial response to neocolonial
music structures. I believe this also offers a way to reclaim, or stake a different claim,
for what lyrics might offer as sites of interpretation and spaces for liberative imagination
to inspire listeners to action.

Although Ocean never explicitly addresses the music industry in Blond(e) or his sub-
sequent songs, a decolonial lens would take into account that Fanon’s response to the
White world was coded and only decipherable by those who fully recognize the Black
subject as human. Tricia Rose calls rap music a “hidden transcript” that “uses cloaked
speech and disguised cultural codes to comment on and challenge aspects of current
power inequalities”.80 Yet for every critic that notes the coded layers of meaning within
Ocean’s lyrics, almost no interpretations of his lyrics contain analyses of his relationship
to the music industry, and conversely, almost no analyses of his relationship to the music
industry contain an examination of his lyrics.81 This exclusion is especially striking, since
critics primarily analyze Ocean’s obvious dualistic themes: the interplay of the album title
Blond and Blonde, his vague pronoun references as a sign of his sexual fluidity, and his
famous lyric, “I see on both sides like Chanel”, to name just a few. Although such examples
should certainly be lifted up, another area of dualism (Ocean not only as a part of the
music industry, but also a rebel against certain aspects of it), must also be explored.

In Kelly Brown Douglas’s uplifting of music as a space for Black affirmation of sacred
humanity, she notes its liberative function:

The same music in which the white masters and mistresses found confirmation that their
‘chattel’ were ‘happy-go-luck darkeys’ with an instinct for singing was used by the enslaved
to exchange valuable information about survival, escape, and the ‘ways of white folks.’82

Ocean’s lyrics thus function as a site for gaining insight into his liberative process as a
model for others.

I will offer just one example of the many available. On the song “Chanel”, Ocean cle-
verly employs the duality of his sexuality with the opening line, “My guy pretty like a girl”.
Alhough critics have mined this lyric for meaning, other lyrics in the same verse remain
relatively unexamined. Particularly relevant to this discussion are the following lines:

79Miller, Religion and Hip Hop, 16.
80Rose, Black Noise, 100.
81For example, reading through Ocean’s lyrics on the rap annotation site Genius, there are no interpretations of his “Chanel”
lyrics as references to Def Jam or the GRAMMYs.

82Douglas, Stand Your Ground, 141.
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“How you lookin’ up to me and talkin’ down? / Can’t you see I am the big man? / God-
level: I Am the I Am”.83 Though the preceding lines mention police officers mistreating
Ocean, one can easily recognize the dualistic nature of two different authorities (both
the police and the music industry), receiving a warning from Ocean. As mentioned, pre-
viously, Ocean received criticism from the GRAMMY producers for not participating in
their neocolonial endeavour to exploit Black artistry without valuing its authors. Similarly,
JAY-Z claimed that music industry leaders ran a smear campaign against his Tidal stream-
ing music app.84 In response, JAY-Z sent a series of tweets out in 2015: “There are many
big companies that are spending millions on a smear campaign. We are not anti-anyone,
we are pro-artist & fan.”85 Tidal claims to pay 75% of streaming profits directly to inde-
pendent artists,86 in stark contrast to Spotify, which pays $.004891 per stream.87

Through a decolonial lens, we might ask: Who is threatened by the success of JAY-Z’s
Tidal, or of Ocean’s independence? Who benefits from criticizing the business acumen of
Black artists? The artists know, and they are sending a signal to those with ears to hear.
Thus, when Ocean poses the question, “How you lookin’ up to me and talkin’ down?”
his boast is not merely self-congratulatory: it is an invitation to other Black artists who
wish to live free from neocolonial control.

Ocean’s claim to be “God-level” draws a direct line to his lyrics on Watch the Throne,
JAY-Z’s and Kanye West’s 2011 collaboration album: “What’s a king to a god?”88 If the
neocolonizing music industry leaders are the kings, Ocean reminds them that even
kings are human. By embodying the divine through biblical language (“I Am the I
Am”), Ocean exemplifies Fanon’s “magical substitution” that renders the White world
confused:

I am not a potentiality of something; I am fully what I am. I do not have to look for the uni-
versal. There’s no room for probability inside me. My black consciousness does not claim to
be a loss. It is. It merges with itself.89

As a hidden transcript, Ocean’s lyrics align with Tricia Rose’s view that hip hop can
“destabilize the appearance of unanimity among powerholders by openly challenging
public transcripts and cultivating the contradictions between commodity interests…
and the desire for social control”.90 Ocean’s lyrics both affirm his sacred worth and chal-
lenge the idea that a Black artist cannot reach the heights that have seemed to exist as the
exclusive property of White executives up to this point. Once again, Ocean finds company
with JAY-Z, whose 2017 album 4:44 openly challenges record label executives by inviting
Black artists to join him in creating their own spaces for survival and flourishing.91

83Ocean, “Chanel.”
84I am revisiting an argument I made in an op-ed entitled “A Fascinating Theory Linking JAY-Z’s 4:44 & Page 444 of Ralph
Ellison’s Invisible Man,” DJBooth, last modified August 3, 2017, http://djbooth.net/news/entry/2017-08-03-jay-z-444-
inspired-by-invisible-man.

85Whitney, “Jay Z Responds to Tidal Criticism on Twitter.”
86Williams, “Jay Z Is Still the GOAT, But That May Not Mean What You Think it Does.”
87Resnikoff, “My Band Has 1,000,000 Spotify Streams.”
88JAY-Z and Kanye West feat, “Frank Ocean & The-Dream, No Church in the Wild.”
89Fanon, “The Lived Experience of the Black Man,” 114.
90Rose, Black Noise, 101.
91See “Legacy”, where the artist raps, “We gon’ start a society within society/That’s major, just like the Negro League.” From
JAY-Z, 4:44 (Roc Nation: 2017).
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Conclusion

Ocean teaches that to decolonize is divine. A system of reparations to repay Black artists
and their families would be a place for colonizers to start; otherwise, the neocolonial indus-
try must be toppled in order to properly value the Black lives it has exploited for far too
long. If the corporate music industry refuses to recognize the sacred humanity of Black
lives, perhaps the threat to the White world that Ocean’s liberative process suggests,
should materialize. A decolonial lens should not wait for the colonizers to cede control
willingly: by the time, they realize how Ocean, JAY-Z, and other Black artists have embo-
died the world they create, the White neocolonial world will have already fallen.

My examples of neocolonial control wrought by the music industry do not account for
elements of autonomous Black control that are not as easily perceived, such as the under-
ground mixtape culture, where independent artists may define success beyond label own-
ership or GRAMMY awards. Future explorations of these areas could offer much in
decolonizing notions of music industry giants as the main arbiters of hip hop expression.
Frank Ocean is but one of several Black artists in the last few years who began to subvert
the oppressive system as it exists. Using a decolonial lens, we might begin to see what neo-
colonial structures stand to fall, within the music industry and beyond, and what else it
might take to topple them. A regard for the recognition of Black artists as sacred beings
is necessary for the poetic to manifest into political power and to finally see the possibilities
of a culture that values Black life as sacred in all its forms.
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